
 

 

 
 

 

 
HOW DO I FIND TUTOR.COM? 

 
In-Library and Home (Remote Access with a valid LAPL Library card) every day from 11 
a.m. to 11 p.m.  Tutor.com is available online at all LAPL and remotely from the LAPL Web site 
in: Kids’ Path on the Home Page and under Homework Help; Teen Web under Homework Help 
Sites; Databases –alphabetical list; Adult Literacy under Learn Online / Online Tutor, and you 
can click on it from the revolving banner on the LAPL Home Page or access it directly at 
http://www.lapl.org/onlinetutor.   

 
DESCRIPTION:  Tutor.com and The SkillsCenter™ Resource Library are part of the 
Tutor.com Learning Suite.  K-12 students, college students, and adult learners can use the 
tutoring service and the 24/7 SkillsCenter™.  One-on-one Online tutoring with professional tutors 
is available for all levels of math, science, social studies, and English subjects from 
elementary to advanced and AP. Tutors use an interactive whiteboard, file sharing and instant 
messaging to work with you through your problems.   
 

It's easy - just complete the form to let the writing or career tutors 
know what you're working on. Submit your document and we'll get 
it back to you within 24-hours. 
 
Sometimes you don't have time for a live session. That's OK. 
Tutors are standing by to provide step-by-step explanations for 
your specific problem - just fill out the form, and you'll get       expert 
feedback in less than 24 hours. 

 
Choose your topic and then the quiz you would like to take. At the 
end of the quiz, we will tell you what questions you missed. You 
can connect with a tutor for help or access the SkillsCenter™ for 
resources. 
 
Full-length practice tests, detailed score reports, engaging video 
lessons and powerful practice drills are available. 
 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
When the tutor sections are closed, you will see this sign. 

 

http://www.lapl.org/onlinetutor


 

 

The following resources are always available through the SkillsCenter™ Resource Library. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Study Resources contains thousands of lessons, worksheets, study guides accessed by 
selecting drop downs under Topic (Math), Subject (Elementary), and Subtopic (Fractions). 
Text Prep Resources helps prepare for the SAT, ACT, standardized tests in all 50 states, 
graduate school entrance tests, civil service, GED and more with sample tests and worksheets. 
Career Resources contains local open jobs, resume and cover letter templates, interview 
guidelines, GED, financial and computer literacy, and citizenship. 
  

SPECIAL FEATURES 
 

• Spanish speaking tutors - Select English or Spanish from the drop down. 
• Easy-to-use tools - Students can select the most commonly used shapes, formulas and 

illustrations from their library and drag-and-drop them into the classroom to easily explain 
their problem to the tutor. 
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• Avatars - Students can choose an avatar and click to animate it during session to let the 

tutor know how they are doing.  The tutor may use one to communicate also. 
 

• Session - All sessions are recorded.  After each session, students can replay it as a 
video, or print out a transcript to record any files, websites, or resources used during the 
session.  Students over 13 years old can create an account to review or share saved 
sessions or to store notes and projects. 

• Tutor.comToGo - a free mobile app for Tutor.com for iPad, iPhone & iPod Touch and 
Android devices. Create your account through LAPL first before logging in. 

• Frequently Asked Questions  
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